You advised that Attorney A was contacted by the beneficiary of a note secured by a deed of trust, was appointed substitute trustee and directed to foreclose on the real property. Attorney A ran an advertisement which stated in part:

All costs of conveyance, which shall be by special warranty deed, including examination of the title, recording charges, notary fees and settlement fees, including preparation of the deed and grantor's tax thereon shall be at the cost of purchaser.

At foreclosure, Purchaser X retained Attorney B to search the title and obtain title insurance, complete the mortgage financing package and close the matter. When Attorney B called Attorney A to confirm figures required to close, Attorney A informed him that, in addition, $125 for a title examination requested prior to foreclosure by Attorney A and $250 for Attorney A's settlement fee would also be charged to the purchaser. You wish to know if it is ethically permissible for Attorney A to charge purchaser at foreclosure a fee for a title examination incurred by Attorney A in order to conduct the foreclosure sale and to charge a settlement fee when requested to deliver a deed.

The Committee is of the opinion that the question of whether Attorney A/substitute trustee is permitted by law to assess charges or expenses to the purchaser in addition to the statutorily authorized trustee's commission constitutes a legal question beyond the purview of the Committee's authority. The Committee is not opining as to whether the controlling statute permits or precludes legal fees payable to an attorney who is also serving as a trustee to be charged to the purchaser in a trustee's sale.
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